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General characteristics

The FK Element is designed and constructed to provide a reliable service of a clutch or brake in a
majority of industrial applications, even in the severest ones. The Element combines the advantages of a
strong robust clutch with the characteristics of a flexible coupling, while not requiring lubrication or
adjustment.
Type FK
It is suited to applications which are high speed and have cyclical operations.

Drive principle

The FK Elements use a neoprene rubber air tube,
reinforced by nylon cord materials which quickly expand
inwards when pressurized. This action causes the friction
shoes attached to the tube's inside diameter to engage
around the surface of the cylindrical drum. The elements
torque capacity is always dependent upon the air
pressure being applied and the rotating speed of the
application.

The force is applied at the maximum radius to the axis
Drum Clutch
The FK Elements concentrate all the frictional force on
the outer diameter of the drum, allowing it obtain the
maximum torque. The force in not only generated
through the radius, but is also applied around the
circumference of the drum.
Plate Clutch

Uniform contact speeds
Variable Plate Speed
The contact of the friction shoe occurs around the
cylindrical surface of the drum where the contact speed
is constant unlike plate types units, where the contact
speed can vary across the face of the friction plate.

Constant Drum Speed
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General characteristics

Self Adjustment
The Elements tube automatically compensate as the
friction surface wears down, eliminating the necessity
of adjustment, without reducing the elements ability to
transmit torque.
No Lubrication
There are no crucial sliding components, which require
lubrication.

The centrifugal force aids in the clutch
disengagement
When the pressure is released from the tube, the
centrifugal force, acting on the friction shoes at the
rotating element, retract the shoes away from the
surface of the drum. This type of effect retracts the tube
pressurizing source and the possibility for disengaged
friction shoe drag is minimized.

Any Plane Operation
The construction design and characteristics, combined
with the centrifugal force, allows the clutch operation in
any plane.

Assembly
The clutches installed on disconnected shafts, as the
figure indicates, allows the assembly and the
disassembly of its parts with out the necessity of
moving shafts, while also facilitating applicaiton
alignment.
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Element description

The Elements are identified by a number and type of different features and fittings used to make the connection
from the tube valve or inlet to flange on the rim, and also by the type of friction material and other unique rim
features. Most of the unique rim features only pertain to FK elements.

Holes in both flanges

DUAL DRILLED (DD)
Holes are drilled in both flanges to be used for the air and mounting connections
such as in the case of a dual Element.
Flanges
DUAL FLANGE (DFL)
This is the description for rims with dual flange, standard for FK Elements
versions: from 16FK500 to 40FK525.
This description is used to differentiate those of single flange design from those of
double flange design.
Tube adapter

PIPE ADAPTER
An adapter that connects the standard tube fittings to the pipefittings.

Q.R.V.

Air tube
QUICK RELEASE VALVE (Q.R.V)
The plumbing that connects the flange of the rim to the air inlet (valve) utilizing a
quick release valve and an air connection tube.

Side Connection

SIDE CONNECTION (SC)
The plumbing from the flange of the rim to the air inlet (valve) utilizing an e90
degree elbow and an air connection tube.

Single flange

SINGLE FLANGE (SGL-FL)
A FK Element description for rim having only a single flange. Standard for
sizes 3FK150 thru 14FK400. Size 12FK350 thru 14FK400 can be
manufactured with single or dual flange.
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Element description

SLOTTED RIM
A "U" shaped cutout in the flange of the rim, providing access for piping directly to
the air inlet (valve). Especially in small sizes.

Turned down flange
TURNED DOWN FLANGE
Applies to FK elements only. Sizes from 16FK500 thru 45FK525 come standard
with dual flange, this description is used when one of its flanges is reduced or
turned down to provide clearance for adjacent components.

Valve
VALVE / INLET (VA or VAL or VL)
This part of the tube allows for a mechanical connection to inflate and deflate. The
Elements of sizes from 3FK150 to 14FK400 are manufactured with one or two
valves. The other sizes having options of one, two or four valves.

LINING (LNG or LN) FRICTION LINING
Elements can be furnished with linings that have different friction coefficients.
When there is no mention made within the description, the element is outfitted with
a standard non asbestos lining.

STANDARD LINING
This non-asbestos lining produces the torque as indicated in the catalog.

LOW COEFFICIENT (LO-CO) OR SLIP LINING
This non-asbestos lining has a lower friction coefficient than the standard.
This LO-CO lining is recommended for continuous slip or tensioning applications.

HIGH COEFFICIENT (HI-CO) OR CORK LINING
This non-asbestos lining has a higher friction coefficient than standard.
It is used in applications where the Element works in the engaged position for long
periods of time.
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Recommendations

Dellner's line of clutches and brakes offered for a variety of applications where high acceleration and deceleration
are common within modern machines or equipment that are continuously functioning. They are available in a
variety of models, sizes and assembly configurations; and are used throughout the world in almost every industry,
such as: oilfield, steelworks, pulp and paper mills, marine, mining and the textile industry to name a few.
Dellner manufactures and designs their products for there particular need to transmit power, in the most simple and
suitable way possible.

General recommendations
Do not repair clutches or brakes while they are in operation or rotating.

Do not dismantle while the equipment pressurizing.

Heavy components must be handled with extreme caution. If they slide, they can cause serious
physical harm.

Caution: the clutches and brakes generate high temperatures. Allow for a reasonable "cooling
off" period of time before handling or repairing.

Do not exceed the Maximum air pressure recommendations for each size and type of unit.

Do not operate the clutch or brake elements without a guard. Rotating equipment naturally
presents a potentially hazardous situation and should be guarded in accordance with
requirements provided by OSHA, or local, state and federal laws.
Inner springs in some of the elements are under pressure; please follow the instructions of
assembly and disassembly as per each model manual.

Switch off all power sources (electric, pneumatic, mechanical, etc.) before handling or repairing
elements.

Consult Dellner to make the most suitable assembly and disassembly.

Dellner clutches and brakes are designed and manufactured to be used in conjunction with Dellner spare parts and
components. The use of non-genuine Dellner replacement parts and components could result in substandard product
performance, and may void your Dellner warranty.
.
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FK Element

Single flanged Element

Dual flanged Element
The FK type Element is designed and manufactured to offer a reliable clutch or break service in the most
demanding industrial applications. They are best suited to high velocity, cyclical operations in a variety of general
power transmission applications.
The FK design and construction is operationally simple. A neoprene element in the shape of an air tube, which is
reinforced with several ply of cords, is vulcanized to the inside of a steel rim. Inside, is a set of friction shoes that
are attached to the tube using shoe pins and lock wire kit. When the tube is pressurized, the friction shoes are
forced to engage around the drum.
The Element capacity to transmit torque is dependent upon the applied air pressure and rotating velocity. The
values indicated in the catalog are given at a pressure of 75psi (5.2 bar) and zero R.P.M. The maximum
recommended pressure is 110 psi (7.6 bar).
The FK Elements are available in 18 sizes, which are identified by the drums O.D. / outer diameter in inches, as
well as the width in inches of the friction lining. For example, a 16FK500 is designed to constrict on a drum with
16" diameter and its friction lining width 5".
Elements from 3FK150 thru 10FK300 come standard with a single flange. Elements from 12FK350 thru 14FK400
are normally provided with a single flange, but can be outfitted with 2 flanges if required. The 16FK500 thru
40FK525 Elements come standard with 2 flanges.
Two Elements with dual flanges can be bolted together in order to form a Dual Element, which would have twice
the torque capacity of a single element. The Dual Elements are provided in sizes from 12FK350 thru 40FK525.
Torque rating
1.220.000 lb.pulg
137.890 N.m.
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Construction and characteristics

A single moving component
The tube is the only moving component; there are no
springs or sliding parts.

Split Elements
Size 6FK200 thru 40FK525 can be provided in this
configuration. This type of element is used to facilitate
the installation, maintenance, and disassembly in
applications where there is a limited amount of axial
space. Normally, the single flange Elements thru size
10FK300 are used as breaks, whereas the Dual
flange Elements can be used both as a clutch or a
break.

Shock-absorbing effect
Due to the fact that the tube transmits torque through
its sidewalls, it works like a shock absorber,
absorbing the shock loads thereby protecting the
drive components of the transmission. The
construction of the rubber tube also reduces the
effects of the torsional vibration.
Flexible Coupling
The flexibility of the tube allows for it to compensate
minor misalignments and axial movements of the
shaft.
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Components of FK Element
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Type - FK
123AB456789-

Rim
Tube
Elbow
Air Connection tube
Gasket
1
1
Friction Shoe
1
Shoe Pin
1
1
Lockwire
1
Quick release valve 2
Air tube for dual assembly
Spacer for dual assembly

NOTES:
1- Unavailable item for size 3FK thru
5FK, due to the fact that friction
material is vulcanized with the
chamber and is not interchangeable.
2- Optional.
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Single FK

Technical data
Size 3 to 14

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Refers to basic part number only. Does not include union or hose. When ordering, please
specify the number of air inlets and the type of connection.
2- Dynamic torque is shown, while the static torque is about 25% greater. In each application, the torque
depends on the air pressure and speed.
3- Tolerance by size
Size 3 to 5: +0,000/-0,003 ins. (+0,00/-0,8 mm).
6 and next: +0,000/-0,005 ins. (+0,00/-0,13 mm)
4- NPT threads. Sizes from 3FK thru 5FK only available with a single air inlet.
The other sizes are available with one or two air inlets.
5- The maximum r.p.m. depends on the operational conditions, and may vary according to each
application. Consult the factory for applications that exceed the appropriated speed.
6- Contact at Drum with worn shoes.
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Single FK

Dimensional data
Size 3 to 14
D2
D24
L

D25

Pipe tap O4

W

Q

V
H2

G1

O3

H6

G
H7

Ib

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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Single FK

Technical data

Size 12 to 40

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Refers to basic part number only. When ordering, please specify the number of air inlets
and the type of connection.
2- Dynamic torque is shown, while the static torque is about 25% greater. In each application, the torque
depends on the air pressure and speed.
3- Tolerance by size
Size 12 to 24, 28 and 32: +0,000/-0,005 in. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).
26 and 30: +0,000/-0,008 in. (+0,00/-0,20 mm).
36 to 45: +0,000/-0,010 in. (+0,00/-0,25 mm).
4- NPT threads. Sizes 12 and 14 available with 1 or 2 air inlet.
The other sizes are available with 1, 2 or 4 air inlets.
5- 10º for elements with 1 air inlet, 5º for elements with 2 or 4 air inlets.
6- The maximum r.p.m. depends on the operational conditions, and may vary according to each
application. Consult the factory for applications that exceed the appropriated speed.
7- Contact at Drum with worn shoes.
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Single FK

Dimensional data
Size 12 to 40

D2
D24
L

D25

Pipe tap O4

W

Q

V
H2

G1

O3

H6

G
H7

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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Dual FK

Technical data
Size 12 to 40

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Refers to basic part number only. When ordering, please specify the number of air inlets
and the type of connection.
2- Dynamic torque is shown, while the static torque is about 25% greater. In each application, the torque
depends on the air pressure and speed.
3- Tolerance by size
Size 12 to 24, 28 and 32: +0,000/-0,005 in. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).
26 and 30: +0,000/-0,008 in. (+0,00/-0,20 mm).
36 to 45: +0,000/-0,010 in. (+0,00/-0,25 mm).
4- NPT threads. Sizes 12 to 14 available with 2 air inlet.
The other sizes are available with 2 or 4 air inlets.
5- 10º for elements with 1 air inlet, 5º for elements with 2 or 4 air inlets.
6- The maximum r.p.m. depends on the operational conditions, and may vary according to each
application. Consult the factory for applications that exceed the appropriated speed.
7- Contact at Drum with worn shoes.
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Dual FK

Dimensional data
Size 12 to 40
D2
O4 Pipe tap

W

Q

D25

H2

V
H7

O3

L

H6

G

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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FK Clutch Applications
Close mounted arrangement -

Technical data
Size 6 to 14

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Refers to basic part number only. Does not include union or hose. When ordering, please
specify the number of air inlets and the type of connection.
2- Dynamic torque is shown, while the static torque is about 25% greater. In each application, the torque
depends on the air pressure and speed.
3- Based upon minimum bores. Rotoseal and hose not included.
4- Refer to rotoseal section for mounting and dimension information.
5- M (in) =0.268 (H/2 radius of bore) + Y1
M (mm) =6,8 (H/2 radius of bore) + Y1
6- Based upon minimum bores.
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FK Clutch Applications
Close mounted arrangement -

Dimensional data
Size 6 to 14

D
D2

D1

.125 (3mm)

Shafts and keys
by customer.
Element

H
Rotoseal

4

O Hole

90º

X

End view of shaft only,
showing radial location of
hole O to keyway.

M

5

D37
CG
Spider and
element

D7
D38
CG
Drum and
hub

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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FK Clutch Applications
Gap mounted arrangement -

Technical data
Size 6 tol 14

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Refers to basic part number only. Does not include union or hose. When ordering, please
specify the number of air inlets and the type of connection.
2- Dynamic torque is shown, while the static torque is about 25% greater. In each application, the torque
depends on the air pressure and speed.
3- Based upon minimum bores. Rotoseal and hose are not included.
4- Refer to rotoseal section for mounting and dimensional information.
5- M (in) =0.268 (H/2 radius of bore) + Y1
M (mm) =6,8 (H/2 radius of bore) + Y1
6- Based upon minimum bores.
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FK Clutch Applications
Gap mounted arrangement -

Dimensional data
Size 6 to 14

D
D1

D2
125 (3mm)

Shafts and keys
by customer.

Element

H
O Hole
Rotoseal

4

90º

End view of shaft only,
showing radial location of
hole O to keyway.

M

5

D37

CG
Spider and
element

X

D7
D38

CG
Drum and
hub

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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FK Clutch Applications
Gap mounted arrangement -

Dimensional data Technical data
Size 16 to 40

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Refers to basic part number only. Does not include union or hose. When ordering, please
specify the number of air inlets and the type of connection.
2- Dynamic torque is shown, while the static torque is about 25% greater. In each application, the torque
depends on the air pressure and speed.
3- Based upon minimum bores. Rotoseal and hose are not included.
4- NPT threads.
5- Refer to rotoseal section for mounting and dimension information.
6- Refer to FK Spider piping and configuration catalog page for other sizes.
7- Based upon minimum bores.
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FK Clutch Applications
Gap mounted arrangement -

Dimensional data
Size 16 to 40

D
D1

D2
125 (3mm)

Shafts and keys
by customer.

Element

H

Drum

Rotoseal

5

O° Hole
Pipe tap
90 to keyway

Spider shown
is for sizes
16FK500 to
28FK525 6

M
D37

CG
Spider and
element

X

D7
D38

CG
Drum and
hub

@ 5.2 bar
* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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FK Clutch Applications
Gap mounted arrangement -

Technical/dimensional data
Size 12 to 40 Dual

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Refers to basic part number only. Does not include union or hose. When ordering, please
specify the number of air inlets and the type of connection.
2- Dynamic torque is shown, while the static torque is about 25% greater. In each application, the torque
depends on the air pressure and speed.
3- Based upon minimum bores. Rotoseal and hose are not included.
4- M (in)= 0,268 (H/2 - radius of bore) + 0,34
M (mm) = 6,8 (H/2 - radius of bore) + 8,7
5- NPT thread.
6- Pipe tap not required. Thru hole diameter 0.44 in (11 mm).
7- Refer to rotoseal section for mounting and dimension information.
8- Refer to FK Spider piping and configuration catalog page for other sizes.
9- Based upon minimum bores.
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FK Clutch Applications
Gap mounted arrangement -

Dimensional data
Size 12 to 40 Dual

D
D2

D1

Shafts and keys
by customer.

125 (3mm)

Drum

H

O° Hole
Pipe tap
90 to keyway

Rotoseal

D7

Element
Spider shown
is for sizes
8
16FK500 to
28FK525

7

M

X
D38

D37

CG
Spider and

CG

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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FK Spider Connection
and Configuration
Element sizes 6 to 14
.125 (3mm)
Spider

Compression Gasket

Single Connection

Two Connections

Element sizes 16 to 45

Single Connection

Sizes 6 to 14

Two Connections

Sizes 16 to28

Four Connections

Sizes 30 to 40
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FK Mounting Components
Spider -

Technical and dimensional data
Size 6 to 40 Single and Dual

D1

H14

.125 (3mm)

Sizes 6 to 14

H11

D1

H13 H14

D42

D1

H13 H14

Sizes 16 to 28
.125 (3mm)

H11

D42

Sizes 30 to 40
.125 (3mm)

H11

D42

NOTES:
1- Based upon minimun bores.

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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FK Mounting Components

Internal Flange Drums -

Technical and dimensional data

Size 6 to 40 Single and Dual
L

D6

D31

H10

H9

H1

NOTES:
1- Dual drum is only
avaible with tapped
holes.
2- Tolerance:
+0,000/-0,010 in.
(+0,00/-0,25 mm.)
3- Tolerance by size:
6 to 40+0,003/-0,000 in.
(+0,08/-0,00 mm.)
45 +0,005/-0,00 in.
(+0,13/-0,00 mm.)

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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FK Mounting Components
Integral Drum and Hub - Technical and dimensional data
Size 6 to 24
D7
D6

H14

H1

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:
1- Based upon minimun bores.
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FK Mounting Components
Drum Hub -

Technical and dimensional data
Size 6 to 45 Single and Dual

Thru or
tapped
holes

D7
D42
.125 (3mm)

H14

H11

NOTES:
1- Based upon minimun bores.

The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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